In a Bose fiuid having a condensate, the density response has two components. One is associated with exciting single quasiparticles out of the condensate and the second is the usual two-body density response involving states above the condensate appearing in any fiuid. We derive the [4, 7] in S(Q, co) at higher Q values is approximately proportional to no(T), as may be expected for the quasiparticle component.
Since the pioneering work of Landau [1] and Bogoliubov [2] , there has been great theoretical and experimental effort to reveal the nature of the elementary density excitations in superAuid liquid
He. These are the phonon-roton excitations observed in inelastic neutron scattering measurements.
Are they single quasiparticle excitations created by exciting single particles out of the condensate?
Bogoliubov [2] showed for the first time that exciting single particles out of the condensate contributes to the density response of a Bose condensed quid. The total density response is a sum of this single quasiparticle excitation plus the regular density response involving two states above the condensate. Or are they best described as collective density excitations, involving all states, that exist in any strongly interacting Bose quid, as proposed by Landau and Feynman [3] ? A challenge is to determine the role of the condensate in defining the observed phonon roton excitations.
Recently, we have proposed [4 -6] that the sharp peak in the observed dynamic structure factor S(Q, co) in the maxon region and higher Q (Q~1 A. ') is the quasiparticle component with some of the regular density component coupled in. This is based on the observed temperature dependence of S(Q, co) in superlluid 4He. The weight of the sharp peak [4, 7] in S(Q, co) at higher Q values is approximately proportional to no(T), as may be expected for the quasiparticle component.
In general, the two components are coupled together via interparticle interactions: interactions that scatter quasiparticles in and out of the condensate. This scattering in and out of the condensate mixes the two components. At low Q, where this interaction is strong, the two components are coupled into a single peak -a total density excitation peak. This is observed [4, 8, 9] in S(Q, co) and anticipated theoretically [10 -14] . At higher Q and higher excitation energy, the coupling is relatively weaker. Also at higher Q (Q~1 A '), most fluids do not support a sharp collective mode in the regular density component. (6) into A(Q, t) we find [10 -14] A. (Q, t) = M~(Q, t) + ini(Q, t)+~R(Q, t) =~s (Q, t) + MR(Q, t), where
A (8) where n = N/V is the number density, n& = ai ak is the momentum distribution, ni, = a qaI"X, p are the single quasiparticle self-energies at cu =~, and p, is the chemical potential.
The Wagner sum rule may also be derived using the infinite frequency limit of the dynamic susceptibility.
That is, the dynamic susceptibility~( Q, cu) corresponding to 5(Q, or) is [10 -14] where A (Q) =~n p [1 + f& Gz&( -k + Q/2)Gis(k + g/2) y~s (k, 0)], G p is the single particle Green function, y(k, g) is the interaction, k = k, cur"and fk = V ' gr, ( [18] , Griffin [13] ,and Glyde [14] . 
which agrees with the T = 0 K thermodynamic result p, = r)Eo/BNo where Eo = (H) -JAN'. In short fi = no(co~+ noho) and f;", = -2noho.
The fR is similarly evaluated by differentiating A g (Q r) . Tlie fi~i and fR cannot be evaluated using the high frequency limit of gs(Q, ai) and gg(Q, ai), (2) and (3) show that both Ss(Q, ai) and SR(Q, ai) contribute to S(Q, ai) at all Q values and all temperatures up to Tq. Particularly, the contribution from Ss(Q, ai) is proportional to no(T) and vanishes at Tx. The contribution from SR(Q, ai) does not vanish at T = 0 K. Nepomnyashchy [20] as recently proposed that at Q0 and T~0, S~(Q, co) vanishes and the sharp peak is given by Ss(Q, ai). This is based on the hydrodynamic (ai = 0) limit of g(Q, ro). However, if this limit applied, the Hugenholtz-Pines [10, 21] theorem, X ii(0, 0)-Ptz(0, 0) -p, = 0, would also apply. This would require that hg = 0 at Q~0 in the sum rule. In this case, the sum rules tell us that Ss(Q, ai) and Sp(Q, ai) contribute fractions no and 1 -no, respectively, to the f-sum rule, so that Sg(Q, co) is finite at T = 0 K unless no = 1.
At low Q, S(Q, ai) is confined to a single sharp peak. Thus both Ss(Q, ai) and Sp(Q, co) contribute within this peak with weights given by (2) and (3) . We have denoted this single peak a joint density -quasiparticle mode [6, 14] .
At Q~0, where the peak energy aig = cQ also goes to zero, we expect h~t o be small. At higher Q, S(Q, ai) has a sharp peak plus a broad component at higher ai. The sum rule (2) , like the ACB sum rule, does not give the weight in the sharp peak. Ss(Q, co) can contribute both within and outside the sharp peak. Specifically, Ss(Q, ai) will also contain two quasiparticle components at higher~originating from the interference terms in A (Q, ro) and the self-energies in G p(Q, co). The sum rule does tell us that the weight of these two quasiparticle components in S(Q, ai) is also proportional to no(T). The sum rule applies to any Bose condensed fluid and will be particularly interesting in dilute systems [22] where no is larger.
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